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VERBATIM TF�N�SCRIPT OF THE THIRD MEETING 

BET\'1EEN PRIME MHlISTER TRUDEAU AND 

Pl< EM I ER CHOU EN-Ll\I 

OCTOBER 12, 1973 lfVt444q . .,, 

The meeting began with informal comments concerning the satisfac

tory progress of the working groups of officials and discussion 

of whether the Canada/China Trade Agreement would be signed by 

the Premier and the Prime Minister, or by officials. 

If you would like the two of us to sign, there is no difficulty 

from our side. But my Protocol Deportment thinks that there are 

difficulties in that, They think that it would be putting it up 

to too high a level, But as host, I will be at the disposal of 

my guest, and you must decide, 

I thought that the new China had no use for protocol. 

Oh well, protocol is largely a collection of foreign conventions, 

Yes, it makes my life miserable too, 

Our protocol officers in the old days learned their protocol 

views from the British system, Just after the founding of the 

People's Republic of _China, we had a protocol officer who came 

over to us from the Kuo Min Tang. He was full of old British 

conventions, Chairman Mao was then the Head of State, and he 

received many foreign ambassadors and guests, and according to 

this officer's understanding of British protocol, we hod to spread 

a long red carpet all the way to Jung Nan Hai, 

Well, on the matter of signing, I think that perhaps you and I 

should sign; we should be seen to be doing some work, 

CHOU D'accord. To return to our earlier discussion, we know very 

well that, since you are sandwiched between the two superpowers, 

you have to handle affairs according to your own circumstances, 

Since many of the people of Canada immigrated from Europe, there 

ore historical links. We think that your relevant orientation 

in the development of your work is quite correct, You are 
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s triving to achieve independence gradually in  many aspects, 
especially economically, and to have others respect your sover
eignty. If you advance in that orientation, many questions can 
be settled in many fields . We respect your position, because 
you respect our independence, just as we respect yours,  Of 
course, we have many common points as well as many di fferences; 
we can leave aside the differences in order to seek common ground. 
But we must make our position clear, although it is impossible 
for you to agree to it fully. The Sino/USA Joint Communique of 
last February is a proof of this point, I don't mean that it 
should apply to relqtions between China and Canada, but we should 
make our respective policies clear, On many points they are 
s imply antagonistic, but that does not prevent us from seeking 
common points .  I will touch upon common.points later, but about· 
the Sino/USA Joint Communique, the style was unique, · lfo did not 
make secrets or conceal our respective positions, and our speeches 
at the United Nations, our reports and other writings in papers, 
are also very clear in stati ng our position, Why is it  that a 
country like the USA, which i s  so powerful, dares to have contacts 
with China? It i s  quite clear: while Dr, Kissinger visited China, 
President Nixon made a speech at a press conference on July 6, 
1971, in  Kansas City. Have you read it? 
I am not sure I remember it, 

CHOU There were two key points: he said that, after lforld \for II, the 
USA had been quite overweening; wherever aid was required, the USA 
would send money, and wherever force was needed, they would send 
arms and soldiers, At that time, the USA never dreamed that after 
25 years their position co uld have lowered to such a degree, 
President Nixon wos quite frank, The second point was that he 
said that the world was no longer bipolar, but multipolar, By 
multipolar, he meant that th ere were now five power centres: the 
USA and the USSR, which are the superpowers ;  the third being 
Western E urope with the strength of the EEC and a population of 
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two hundred million (economically, the fbrce of the EEC would also 
be greater than theirs ) ; the fourth power centre was Japan, which 
is emerging, with the development of its economic strength which 
is already close to that of the USA (their output of steel, for 
example, is already close - I just cite that one example) ; the fifth 
power centre was China. China is big, but its potential power is 
not developed, but.it will develop in future. That is why President 
Nixon said that the USA was facing a world of multipolar policies . 
Of course, we don't see it that way. Multipolarity is not just 
those five power centre7 your country and third world countries 
are also  a force which is emerging. All countries, big or smell, 
should be treated equally. With the change of the USA's policy, 
with that recognition of the state of the world, they no longer 
follow the views of Dulles, that the socialist world is a mono
lithic block, Because they now recognize that Chino is not port 
of a Soviet monolithic and expansionist block ; the USA hos also 
changed their policy. Because they have recognized that the so
colled socialist comp is not monolithic, they are prepared to hove 
relations with us because we are not a threat to them, and are not 
expansionist ,  As for this viewpoint, I think that you, Mr. Prime 
Minister, made the point in your 1961 book ;  because you predicted 
it at that time, we thank you. You criticised the theory of the 
'Yellow Peril ' and the theory that China would be bound to expand 
outwards, It was not easy to state that then , I am not sure about 
the reaction in Canada and in the USA to your book, but we would 
like to praise you on this point, So we maintained the position that, 
since the USA had come, we would seek common points .  They agreed 
to our five principles, and to the point that neither side should 
resort to armed force or to the threat of force, and to use that 
as the guiding principle in settling international problems ,  
Among the common points, one is  particularly interesting: the point 
to the effect that neither side should seek hegemony in the 
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Asia-Pacific region, and that both are opposed to efforts by any 
country or any group of countries  to seek such hegemony, Did 
you .1:ite thcrt? 
Yes, I remember that that point was stated. 
\tlho do you think set forth or proposed that point? 
Well, it is obviously a point which the Chinese side would make, 
but I also believe that it i s  a point that the American side would 
accept willingly, Of course, the hegemony which they exercised 
was exercised in a non-conscious way. Even John Foster Dulles at 
his  worst did not say that he was trying to eici:encl the hegemony of 
the USA, but rather to contain the hegemony of others. 

CHOU Your explanation is right, but they did not do it  unconsciously, 
but rather quite consciously. Don't you think th�t they would be 

TRUDEAU 
quite as conscious as Dulles? 
I agree, Dulles was not unconscious, I do not consider myself to 
be a spokesman for the USA, but from the point of  view of the 
American people, the reason that they were able to accept Dulles' 
policies was that it was seen by them not as an effort to extend 
capitalism, or world markets, or arecs of influence, but rather as 
protection from the awful danger of Communism. After the war, 
the Marshall Plan was ieen as hegemony, but as hegemony for good 
reasons, The American people were not told "we must rebuild Europe 
to make it safe for capitclism". The average Americcn, unlike th e 
average German in the 1930's, was not told "we must conquer Europe 
and hold it for 1, 000 years", or "we must keep Europe safe for 
capitalism", 

CHOU To return to the point in  the Shanghai Communique, that statement 
was put forward by the USA side, and we fully agreed to it, and 
hope it  will be realized. That is why this point was also included 
in  the statement between us and Japan on establishing diplomatic 
relations last September (Chou corrects the interpxeter' s trans
lation and says "no, September of last year'� / Tanaka was very 
glad to include this point in the statement , \le were also very glad 
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to include it because it shows that we have no ambition of seeking 
hegemony, But during the first talks between the USA and the 
Soviet Union, this point was not included. You can discover from this 
that there is a question here, 
Even though the USA agreed to it here, your Ambassador to the 
United Nations was suggesting last week that the USA and the 
Russians were still trying to seek hegemony. You said it too in 
your toast last night, when you said that we should not be fooled 
by those who are seeking hegemony. You say this, and yet the  USA 
signed that statement ; do you think that they were sincere? 

CHOU I can answer this question in your words, not mine; they can say 

TRUDEAU 

that in their dealings with China they will not seek hegemony, 
because China does not seek it, That is why the USA and Chino 
could agree to that point . But in the Joint Statement between 
the USA and the Soviet Union, that point was not included; that 
shows that the Soviet Union is seeking hegemony. So the USA has 
to deal with it by seeking hegemony also . This can be proved by 
the fact that after signing the SALT agreement last year, and the 
Agreement on the Prevention of Nuclear War, they immediately increased 
their military budget and manufactured new nuclear weapons .  That 
goes to show the point just as I said earlier; the US Secretary of 
Defence said that,  although the agreement was signed, since the 
Soviet Union had increased their military budget right away, then 
the USA must do it as well .  That is the  logic of  it . Of  course, 
we also told the USA "you must not think thc1t because the USA' s 
and China's relations have improved to some degree, that you can 
jump at the Soviet Union from China's shoulders''• 
It seems to me that the USA was not sacrificing very much by pro
posing that point, After their misadventure in Viet-nani, they 
probably realized that an effort to establish hegemony in Asia is 
not possible, They probably feel that China does not do in fact 
that which th e USA is not able to do, 
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Th ey just wanted to seek o common point with China in  the region. 
But even so, the USA have overstretched their hand, and now the 
Soviet Union is engaged in competition with the USA, will follow in 
the steps of the USA, and wants to catch up with i t .  The USA has 
realized that point . 
That i s  very true. The USA felt that they have overstretched them
selves, and Nixon's foreign policy was the product of that reali
zation. It is interesting thot one month after the Kansas City 
speech, Nixon was announcing a new economic policy, and was admitting 
that the USA could not keep its dollar convertible. If in Kansas 
City he  said that the USA was no longer the power it had been in  
the  world in relative terms, he was giving practical confirmation of  
that in hi s  economic statement one month later . That involved a 
more modest self-appraisal by the USA. So I don't think that the 
USA was giving up very much by renouncing hegemony in Asia.  

CHOU But since anoth er big power i s  following in the steps of the USA 
and is trying to catch up to the USA, that i s  a challenge to the 

TRUDEAU 
Americans . 
It i s  a challenge to us too ; because you must see that our domestic 
and foreign policy profits by this breaking up of a bipolar world, 
and that we use that to increase our freedom . Even i f  the USA does 
not formulate an area of hegemony over Canada, their very size i s  
such an influence, socially and economically, on  Canada that we are 
very vulnerable to movement in  their own economy. If they have 
inflation, we get the reaction of it; i f  they have a depression, we 
suffer from that also , It is one thing for the USA to say that 
they do not seek hegemony, but Canada and countries like Canada must 
see to it that hegemony is not practised unconsciously. So we must 
not have a reactive foreign policy, \le must actively seek contacts, 
as when we established relations with China, when we trade with 
Cuba, when we develop our contacts and trade relationship with Japan, 
the EEC, et6.,  we are trying to prederve our independence and to 
escc:pe the weight of the considerable economic and political 
presence of the USA, 
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CHOU When I said another big power, I was referring to the Soviet 
Union, Because it is very obvious that the Soviet Union is seeking 
hegemony and that they are trying to overtake the USA, Of course, 
objectively, we know that for instance after 300 years of presence, 
·the British Empire 1vas no longer, After \lorld \·lar I I ,  the power of 
the USI\ was also going down. How will the Soviet Union be oble to 
avoid going down as well? They will seek to overtake them, but 
they can't help doing that because it evolves from existing circum
stances, That is why, when the Soviet Union talks about detente, 
about the avoidance of nuclear war, about the non-use of forces, 
about disarmament, they are deceiving people, \�e have our own 
experience in this matter, To start with, the two countries were 
socialist countries, We could not expect that they could go so far . 
After liberation, we also learned from th� Soviet Union, Since the 
Soviet Union was a socialist country, Chairman Mao said in h is 
article "On the People's Democratic Dictc1torship", that we must lean 
to one side, to be together vii th socialist countries, Even after 

'.:1 · K�ruschev took office, what he did was not socialist, it was revis-
ionist, but we tried to salvage hin,, But before we recognized that 
they were so bad in their dealings with us, they had already started 
to oppose us . For example, in 1955, when the Soviet Union established 
diplomatic relations with Vie st Germany, �j1ru5<:.h<J.v said to Adenauer · '  · :· 
that China was a terrible yellow peril, and he asked for West Germany 
to help to oppose it, He said this three times in their talks in 
�loscow, Dr. Kissinger reminded us of  the fact that there was such 
material ; Kissinger pointed it out to us - that of course was not 
in order to sow dissension between us - then we studied the 
Our experience is that Khrust.hev' wanted to dominate China. 

material . 
As you 

mentioned earlier, in 1956, �e helped him because they were in 
difficulty in their relations with Poland, But in 1958, they put 
forwtird a propos<Jl that we should establish a joint Sino/USS:\ fleet 
in Chino's territorial waters, They are so ambitious, .,In 1959, 
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since ruschev wonted to go to Camp David, he  tore up the agreement 
/'. 

with China on the Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy, and he  withdrew 
experts from China, In  1960, they scrapped all agreemen�6n economic 
cooperation and withdrew all their experts ,  Thi s  was not like the 
case in Egypt, where it is Egypt whi ch expelled their  experts ;  
here i t  i s  the Soviet Uni on that pulled them out. We gave them a 
warm send-off, and we gave a banquet for several thousand of them, 
Of course, we did not show worry about their  withdrawal; i n  fact, 
we should thank them for it,  In  that way, we h ad to develop our 
self-reliance, \fa had to go through difficulties , It was then that 
you visited China, just after that , That i s  why, as you said then, 
we were like a baby in an adult's garments ,  But you forgave us and 
you said that we would learn ourselves , You said that when we could 
run one factory, we wo,uld be able to run one thousand factories,  
So you are a prophet, 
Could I ask a question? It is kind of the Premier to put such a . 
favourable i nterpretat.ion on my amateurish writings, and I thank you 
for it .  But may I ask: when, before going to Camp David in 1959, 

Khruschev tore up the agreement on the Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy, 
do you suggest he  did so  at the request of the USA, or to do some
thing favourable to the USA, or would he hove done it anyhow? 

CHOU I can't say definitely. He did it to show that he  was favourable 
to the USA, but I have not read President Eisenhower' s memoirs, so 
I don't know whether it was mentioned or not. But definitely, he 
wanted to show this as favour to the USA, Many of his gestures to 
the USA were not successful; they were rather clumsy. Another point: 
in 1963, in order to conclude the Treaty on the Partial Non-Proli
feration of Nuclear Tests, the Soviet Union had talks with China 
simultaneously in  Moscow, for a tripartite agreement , Since those 
talks were held at the same time, it was to make an i ssue of it, 
and it i1as indeed so, \ih.ile on the day when they declared that the 
talks between China end the Soviet Union had aborted, they said 

"� 
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the next day that j;hey wol.)ld sign the treaty, the NPT Tripartite 
Treaty, Since the talks were di srupted, they thought we would come 
bock , \·le didn't pay attention, and i n  1964., we manufactured and 
tested an atomic bomb ourselves, Thenl(l,ruschev fell. This, of /1 ,,. · ·· ,. 

course, was just a coincidence, 
what he  did; I won't dwell upon 

There ore many more instances of 
them , But we have learned lessons 

from our dealings with the Soviet ruling group , and 
them, The detente they talk about is not reliable. 

we don't trust 
The European 

Security Conference will prove this. As I mentioned, at the end 
of the first stage of the ESC, Gromyko said that if there should be 
free 1;,ovement of peoples i n  East European countries, the Soviet 
Union would not agree, that would be interference i n  i nternal 
affairs , He has reaffirmed this point. He  also talked about a 
10/� reduction of military budgets. Such talk i s  futile, I n  thei r  
talks with Japan, they have applied pressure o n  the Japanese and 
refused to talk about Japan's northern territories , As for the 
subcontinent, the place is rather weak and vulnerable. They 
di smembered Pakistan, they carried out subver-sior1 against the royal 
government of Afghanistan, and now they want to disrupt Baluchistan , 
The greater part of Baluchistan is i n  Paki stan, some i n  Iran, and 
some in Afghanistan. So the USSR wants to link these with a small 
sector i n  their  own territory, and to form it  i nto a country so that 
the USSR would have access to the Arabian Sea, Their ambition i s  
greater than that of  the o2.d aarS; that i s  why we call them the 
new t?.arSft.'.\l.\. Perhaps you will soy thot WfJ are not keen on  relaxo
tion. Because we hove been so badly bullied, the only woy for us 
i s  to 1;ithstand them ,  You should not believe their talk of detente 
or of disarmament , 

TRUDEAU Does the Premier i nterpret events in  the Middle East i n  the same 
light, as a Soviet attempt to establish hegemony through the Arabs? 

CHOU Thc1t is c1 complicated matter , The first po;fl\· is that thay want to 
use Israeli aggression to give aid to the Arab countries, and 
through controlling them, to establish hegemony there, ·Thus the 
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Arab countries suffer a great deal . Although the Arab countries did 
get military aid, once the arms were used up, they could not get 
more to supplement them, o:u to repair or replace them. They had to 
pay much interest on loans from the Soviet Union .  In this way, 
the Arab people were filled with indignation, they were not satis
fied with their  governments; this created splits between them and 
caused resentments, In the statement after the talks between the 
Soviet Union and the USA last June, there \'/Os only one small para
graph on the Middle East . They both wanted to maintain the situation 
of no-war/no-peace. Thi.s caused great indignation in the Arab 
countries. This time, they were compelled to fight .  It is  not 
important which side fired.the first shot ; they were compelled to 
do so. Thi.s will create a very difficult situat ion for the Soviet 
Union; we will watch . 
If the Arabs win ,  they won't need th e Soviet Union anymore. 
There are two points: first, the Arabs can't win so quickly; 
second, the Soviet Union won't give them up so quickly. As I said 
the other day, on Cambodia, at first, the Soviet Union maintained 
relations with Lon Nol, and when they found that there were chcinges 
i n  Cambodia, th ey brazenly went to Samdech Norodom Sihanouk and said 
that they had never severed relations with him or established rela
tions with Lon Nol. But the Soviet Union's Embassy is still i n  
Phnom Penh,  and Lon Nol's Charg6 d'Affaires is  in Moscow. No country 
with cood faith could soy thc1t. How can they? 
I can understand the peri ls of d6tente, but it is difficult (ond 
your toast last night recognized this) for countries like Canada 
not to do their  best to push i n  that direction. I would be i nterested 
in having Premier Chou En-lai's advice to Canada and to other coun
tries who wont d6tente, and�hD �now that it might be a trap . What 
should they do? Just stop? Let the Soviet Union and the USA 
escalate their power? It is difficult to say that it is h opeless 
and that nothing can be done, 
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CHOU No, you shouldn't be disappointed. \fa think that the way you deal 
with things i s  basically correct, That i s  why I first affirmed your 

TRUDEAU 
CHOU 

TRUDEAU 

orientation, You would 
Union as we ore doing. 
not so trustworthy, and 

not be in  a position to curse.. the Soviet 
Of course, you should know that they ore 
we think that there would be advantages in 

a relaxation of your relations with them. Trade 
tiate with them, but don't be deceived by them, 
the ESC?. 
Yes, 

with them, nego
You took port in  

You con make your own observations . You can keep maintaining that 
all countries should be treated as equals ,  ask for free movement 
of peoples, and adher� to your principles . Small and medium size 
countries ore supporting you, and western countries too . You con 
toke greater steps to develop your economic relations with  other 
countries in  order not to be tied to one country alone. Thus you 
can gradually gc:in economic independence. That i s  ell you can do . 
It wouldn't do for you to stand in confrontation with bo·�h great 
powers .  So we soy that, relatively speaking, the USA sometimes 
will be frank, but the words of the Soviet revisionist  clique · are 
not to be' believed. In their dealings with Japan, theyh�� not 
settled the question of the northern territories ; their relations 
are stro.;11.W.. But in the Joint Communique at the end of Tancika' s 
visit, they wanted to put it in  high-sounding terms, and to make it 
seem as if the talks had been 'harmonious'. But by the time that 
Tanaka and Ohira went back to Japan, they gave a press conference 
and they revealed all the contents . The Soviet Union i s  very keen 
on doing things this way. So we would find i t  understandable i f  
you would maintain superficial relaxation with the Soviet Union, 
as long as you know that it  i s  not genuine, 
We made it on important point of the ESC, the free movement of ideas 
and people. To us, it i s  the touchstone of success of such a 
conference, Parallel to thct, there ore many aoals that we can 
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pursue with countries of Europe and other countries of the Americas 
and of course with China. \'lhen the Premier talked of areas of 
agreP.'11ent and antagonism bet11een us, I would say that ther e  are very 
few areas of antagonism .  There are perhaps some areas where our 
interpretations disagree, or where our understanding of the facts 
may not be in complete agreement. But, for example, on European 
d6tente, it was good to hear the Premier soy that he respected our 
point of view, and did not advise us to do differently; he just told 
us to be careful. As I said on the first day, there are some areas 
where the Soviet Union has been of positive help to Canada, for 
example, in counterbalancing the influence of  the USA. I gave as 
examples the Arctic and prevention of pollution. What is clear to 
me is that there ore many areas where, in pursuing our goals, we 
fifld that there is much possibility of agreement between China and 
Canada. The Foreign Minister and I ,  this morning, talked of 
various international regimes where our interests are in common, 
and I gave examples of those. It was interesting to hear Chou En-lcii 
indicate support for our position in the Arctic, and if we establish 
international law which gives rights to coastal states on questions 
like the protection  of fisheries, it is obvious that Canada and China 
have a common interest in establishing international laws and 
regimes which will protect the interests of coastal states from the 
interests of shipping states .  Another example is international 
cooperation in the matter of hijacking, where countries must cooper
ate to resist these acts . 

CHOU On hi}acking, we may have different views . Perhaps we have bigger 
common ground on the question of antipollu·tion. This is not only 
the USA which has the question of coastal pollution; pe�haps the 
Soviet Union will come across  the question too . For example, in 
Iran, in the Caspian, there is the problem of  the Donbas; since 
the Soviet Union was producing oil there, oil polluted the Iranian 
part of the Caspian. In water, which was previously very clear, 
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now spread, but the Soviet Union paid no attention 
The question is similar to that of the Great Lakes 

on your border. The movement of Soviet nuclear submarines in  the 
Black Sea and the Baltic also produced difficulties for other 
surrounding countries, So don't think that there is no contention 
at all in the Arctic Ocean; contention i s  bound to coma, You must 

,__ be on�uard against contention in that area, for the next generation. _, 
As for the Lm1 of the S ea, the USA, the S oviet Union and ,Japan are 
all shipping countries, and we think that the Soviet Union is trying 
to overstep the USA, Here we think that we have common ground, 
In  the Sea of.Okhoiisk, the Japanese are being bullied by the Soviet 
Union, and they did not get along well in their recent talks, They 
said they would settle the question, but they did not say when. 
Your several s hipping fleets in  the Pacific have met with trouble 
created by them, Since we had first establis hed diplomatic  relations 
with Japan, we signed a non-governmental agreement with Japan on 
fishing areas in  our coastal sea, in  the East Sea and the Yellow 
Sea; we have settled the problem on an equal footing, Along the 
border rivers between China and the Soviet Union, the Heilungkiang 
and the Ussuri, the Soviet Union also created troubles in  fishing; 
they tried to stop the movement of fish to our area as we are on 
the upper reaches of the river , 
This i s  an example of the importance of establishing international 
r'gimes on the matter, We signed an agreement 'with the Russians 
on fleets to the west of Canada, and they respect them . Of course, 
we have to be careful and, only last week, we had to protest to the 
Soviet Union concerning the east coast, We have agreements on 
quotas of fish, and all su��it to inspection to see that the quota 
i s  respected, But the Soviet Union does not accept such inspection, 
so we have no way of knowing whether the quota is being respected, 
We also have a fisheries problem similar to yours, concerning 
salmon, which spmm upstream.  If  they swim out to sea and the 
stock i s  depleted there, we lose the resource, \·le need international 
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cooperation to prevent depletion of that resource, so we need 
international cooperation not only between Canada and China, but 
with many countries. Therefore, we are very glad to see China in 
the United Nations. China is powerful but not imperialistic, It 
has no aggressive or expansionist interests, no territorial demands 
on others, and it can play a constructive role in many such areas, 
and can help the world to establish fair rules on such questions 
as Low of the Sea, fisheries, etc. 

CHOU Your hope i s  correct , Ours is a large country but not powerful. 
Hhat we say carries some weight, but not great. I f  we speak too 
profusely, people will not listen to us, But the second point is 
that in international conferences, there are bound to be contro
versies, There sh .ould be settlement by compromise, The other 
question arising, with constant controversies at conferences, is  
that if things are developing in a good direction, we might achieve 
equality among countries of the world, but with the presence of 
Imperialism, this i s  not easy to achieve, We must prepare for 
inevitable abstructionism , The big powers ore bound to create 
obstructionism, especially Social Imperiali sts, That is why, on 
one hand, we need cooperation. But we also need to recognize 
reality so that we can struggle to go forward stec1dily, Constant 
str•;59les are necessary. I know that you once spoke to a United 
Nations conference about the signing of an international agreement 
on hijacking. Do you think it is possible to carry it out? Basic
ally, we are not in  favour of such actions, but there are many 
Causes to them, and ci rcumstances lead to these risky actions. 

Just think: in the area of Palestine, in the beginning of the 
twentieth century, the number of Palestinians or Arabs was greater 
than the number of Jews, There was a great gap in the relative 
numbers of populations, you could hardly compare them, they were 
incomparc:ble. But after '.1orld �lar I and \forld \Jar II, as a result 
of the exercise of outside political forces, the whole thins was 
turned upside down. Now, the population of Israel is almost three 
million, The Arabs, those who had been there for a long time, 
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have been expelled, The number of Arabs expelled has almost reached 
two million, Some hove gone to Lebanon, Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Saudi 
Arabia, or Kuwait and Yemen, and some to North Africa, Since they 
ore left homeless and bullied everywhere, they have become desperate, 
That i s  j ust to mention Resolution 242 in  1967, and not earlier cases , 
I srael turned a deaf ear, and ignored the resolution, So what to do? 
This hos made the Palestinians desperate,  Of course, we don't fully 
agree with Resoluti on 242, we think that it i s  not enough, But 
even it cannot be implemented and six years hove passed, There are 
indeed a number of p ersons who hove adopted desperate actions, We 
are lucky because we are in  the For East; there ore no Palestinian 
refugees nor Jews in Chi.no, But the problem i s  going to be el<tended, 
because the world i s  growing s1:iall�r. So we have been confronted with 
the matter; in the Philippines, an airplane was hi j acked, Earlier, 
it had flown over our air space and the question was whether to 
open our air space to it or not . The crew and the passengers asked 
for our help .  At first, we rej ected their request, but they flew 
round and round over our airfield in  Canton. \!hen they landed, 
fortunately there were no wounded, so we gave them good treatment, 
and after that, it  flew back to the Philippines with all safe and 
sound, The hi j ackers remained here in  Chi.nc1 , I f  once a precedent 
i s  set, it con recur, But if they were not desperate, they would 
not resort to such acti on, In the pest, China had been safe from 
such accidents,  but this year there was one such incident which 
recurred. Another almost occurred yesterday, The Hong Kong author
ities told us that they had settled it; I don't know how they did 
it . Now, as we will open international. airlines from other coun
tries, we think this clanger may crise, We already have PIA, Ethio
pian A5_rliner-, and Air France, and we will soon have many more, 
including Canedo and Japan, Before Japan manages to settle this,  
perhaps they will not allow your airline to stop there, We think 
it c:uite reasonable for you to refuel in Tokyo, 1-\ir Fr.once would 
like to fly from Shanghai to Tokyo, but the Japanese hove also 
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refused. But the question will be settled, and many more airlines 
w©i.Jld like to fly to China: Italy, Scandinavian Airlines, England, 
Switzerland, So if Japan opens access to us,  an international 
airline will already be started in Chinc1, Then we will be facing 
such questions, and perhaps you will still stick to )'Our desire to 
arrive at an internc1tional agreement, Do you think it could 
possibly be effective? 
\foll, for example, if an Air Fronce plane goss; from Peking to Paris 
with Chinese passengers, and some Palestinians toke control and soy 
to the French Government "we will shoot all the passengers i f  France 
does not establish diplomatic relations with Taiwan'', what does 
the French Government do? Does it sacrifice the lives of perhaps 
hundreds of innocent Chinese o_dboard? Does it  give in  to the 
terrorists to save them? The dilemma is impossible to solve: on 
one hand, there i s  the right of c government to act freely, and on 
the other hcnd, there is the desire to protect innocent passengers 
fror.i being ir.urdered. \·!e do not condone this;  we want a solution. 
Only an international agreement seems able to cope with it, because 
one govern.ment alone, in those circumstances, is placed in an 
impossible situation. 

CHOU Once there is cm i nternational agreement, do you think thc1t they 
would observe it? If they ere desperate, they don't mind risking 
their own lives , Do you think that they would worry about an 
international agreement? Those hijackers do not come only from 
Palestine; there are also cases in the USA, There was a case of 
an a.i.rcrc1ft hi jacked from the USA to Italy and it i s  a well-known 
case; it had nothing to do 1·iith  Palestinians. 

TRUDEAU But i f  every country refuses to lat hijackers land, they will have 
no place to hijock to, and i f  soir.e countries agree to a convention 
not to let hijackers land or i f  they do land to put them in  jail, 
they won't go there onymore, end yo� will find an increasing number 
corning to China, If Chino does not sign.the agreement and every 
other country does, we wish you good luck . (Chou En-lai laugh;:J 
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I am not disputing the vclue of the cause of some hijackers, nor 
am I disputing the right of asylum, or the right to admit refugees, 
All I soy is that they should not endanger the lives of hundreds of 
people who hove nothing to do with their cause, and this is what 
hijackers do . 
Just because we hove sympathy for the plane owners and for innocent 
passengers, if you do not allow them to land, there might be on 
explosion in the air. \>lould we not be blamed? 
\/ell then, let them land, and put them in jail .  
That i s  our method, 
The important thing is that they sho.uld be punished; whether they 
ore punished by being sent back or by being jailed is up to the 
state concerned. \-le should not treat with hos pi tali ty people who 
threaten innocent lives,  It i s  not a wise course to tolerate their  
threatening innocent lives  no matter how right their cause , 

CHOU I said at the beginning that we are opposed to such actions, and 

TRUDEAU 

we hove also warned those Palestinian parties against toking such 
actions, because we think they are desperate actions, not revolu
tionary actions, I om not speaking of Black September, but of  other 
organizations, �le are inexperienced in this case, since ye have had 
only one c�se, Besides, we are quite far off from Palestine, 
But it  is not until today that I learned that you have rich experience 
in this respect because you are close to Cuba, Because we have 
different experiences, we have different viewpoints, Let us stop 
discussing it; .it can be left to the United Nations, 
Of course , I was just toking it as an example of the merits of 
international cooperation among countries of goodwill in dealing 
with problems which transcend the borders of one country, I repeat 
that we ore happy that the People's Republic of Chino is i n  the 
United Nations because we know that on all these problems, the 
People's Republic of Chino will seek  solutions which are just and 
right and in  the interests of all peoples, 

CHOU I would like to ask you about multinational corporations, By this, 
do you mean the relationship between the head of a corporation and 
its subsidiaries or do you mean a corporation bperoted by several 
countries? 
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I mean a corporation owned by nationals of several countries and 
which i $ �perd·i "9 in a number of countries . 
So it contains bath elements . 
Yes. Some might be 11holly owned or almost wholly owned by US, 
Japanese, or even Canadian capital, and operate in many countries, 
and because of its size, it con impose its will on small states, 
and because of the multinational aspect, it can impose the will of 
one state upan others . Ono country alone is not very strong in 
the face of such corporations . 
Does this mean that tho subsidiaries in a certain country do not 
necessarily observe the decisions of the host country, but rather 
observe the policy of the head office of the company? 
Exactly. As for instance, when the subsidiaries of some corpora
tions in Canada were told that they couldcnot trade with China be
cause it was the po.licy of the State Departrnent not to trade with 
Chino, 

CHOU But is there any instance which �1ould prove the opposite? For e"om
ple, are there instances in which they would not allow subsidiaries 
to trade with a country like China, but the Head Office of the 
Corporation would do so? 

TRUDEAU Yes, there ore many exanples of that, of setting themselves up so 
that subsidiaries do not challenge the position of the head corpor
ation in world markets . 

CHOU This is also a characteristic of monopoly capital, and since there 
are a good number of monopoly groups which do not cooperate with 
each other, will they not engage in competition among themselves, so 
that if  one does not ·trade, the others will compete to do so? 

TRUDEAU Yes ,  and that .is why, here ago:i.n, we mist entablish international 
5:40 p.rn. rules of conduct, so that small countries will not be .pressed by 

the rule of large corporations, but cori appeal to the rule of 
internation�l lcw to protec·t t!1ense1ves . 

CHOU Do you thi.nk that such inte.rnat:tonal low could be adopted in 
present circumstances, or should we work for·it over a period? In 
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other words, even once an international decree is established, 
monopoly capitalist groups might not observe it,  
I think that what is happening, in fact, is  that many countries are 
reacting violently against such interference in their of fairs, 
by expropriating them, as Castro did, others more.moderately as 
Canada did, to screen such investment. Bot, 1 think that the major 
corpm:ations are learning that they will have to  respect norms of 
international conduct, As they learn this, by force, or by threats,  
or by the fe.o.I" of threats,  we can develop, codify, and enforce 
such a regime of internati onal low. Nous en avons eu un ex8mple 
cet ete, b la conference du Commonwealth b laquelle participaient 
des pays de  toutes grandeurs, Nous avons beaucoup discute de  ce 
probleme, et nous avons convenu qu'b la prochaine conference, nous 
le mettrions � l'ordre du jour, et que nous mettrions en commun 
nos experiences dons le domaine dUcontrole des corporations 

_,..., 
multinatioOnale�. Oes pays des Caraibes s'y sont montres parti-

� 
culierement interesses, 
Is the embargo l.i.st of COCG'l"I still effective? 
Oh, I think it i s  still effective; I will ask my trade officials 
to reply. 

T.M. BURNS Yes, I confirm that. There i s  still a committee which considers 
the export of strategic goods. The experience of recent years hos 
been that the list is diminishino in size  year by year , 

·CHOU So COCOM i s  still there? 
T.M. BURNS Yes. 

CHOU How many countries are involved? 
T .M. BURNS 

TRUDEAU 
CHOU 

TRUDEAU 

I am not sure exactly; it  is 12 or 14. 
It  is the NATO countries plus Japan, 
s� the li st is diminishing? 
(to his own officials ) How effective is it? 

A,J, ANDRE\I Every time a country gets a good sale, the list goes dm111 by one 
item, ., 
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CHOU You are quite a practi cal man, It also i ncludes the USA itself? 

TRUDEAU 

CHOU 

TRUDEAU 
CHOU 

TRUDEAU 
M. DUPUY 

TRUDEAU 

CHOU 
TRUDEAU 

The theory of moncl ithic. b\oc.s has long since been exposed, It was 
Dull0s' theory , \!e didn't care much about that; in the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade, there is  detail about it, but I did not even read 
it ,  The British hove expressed willingness to sell Harrier Spey 
engines, 
\-le could sell nuclear power plants, for example: if we wanted to, 
we would find a way, 
I would guess that i f  we wanted to buy some, it would not be 
di fficult, When Japan imports a nuclear reactor from Canada, do 
they come under international supervision? How about Pakistan? 
All our reactors are under IAEA safeguards, 
What about Fronce1 
Countries which are nuclear powers do not have to be supervised, 
Except that when a supplier sells to France, supervision would be 
required; that i s  a supplier's obligation. 
On that point, I should add that Canada foregoes some very impor
tant uranium sales to France because the French do not wont to sub
mit to that requirement; so we do not sell. 
So you have already sold nuclear power plants to Japan? 
No, but we have to Pakistan and we hove now almost sold one to 
Argentinl'l..· But there are nuclear power plants in full power 
production in  Canada, in  Ontario, not far from Toronto. 

CHOU Do you share electricity with the USA? 
TRUDEAU 

CHOU 
TRUDEAU 

Yes, some surplus electricity which i s  sold by contract to the USA. · 

But under our energy laws, a province can only sell i f  the energy 
product is surplus to Canada's needs. 
Is this a federal energy law or a provincial energy law? 
Thi s is  a g6od occasion to talk of an aspect of Canada which I 
have not covered yet . Under our constitution, the provinces own 
the energy resources, and they can do what they wish with them. 
\·le, as the federal government, cannot tell them to build a dam 
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or to dig for oil; however, we can make laws when the product enters 
international or i nterprovincial trade. We cannot prevent a province 
frora �quandering energy if it  wonts to, but we can prevent it  from 
selling it  to tho USA i f  it  i s  not in Canada's interest.  Generally 
speaking, contracts or laws regulating property within  a province 
come within provincial jurisdi ction. Federal laws only operate 
when the contract or resource moves beyond the frontiers of  that 
province. 

CHOU So there might be controversy over the rights of the province and 

TRUDEAU 
the federal governments .  
Oh, yes, frequently. Would the Premier allow m e  to ask a question 
about Viet-Ham before we adjourn. [},t Prer.iier Chou's request, the 
meeting adjourned for a five-minute brectk;J lfo have been present 
in  one capacity or another in Viet-h'am since 1954. vie went there 
at the request of the powers that met in Geneva, and especially 

-h vs 'fro. f\' o ·� 
towards the end, we found it  a Jfmro'ictP-"'t1� experience. Our recent 
experience was not a happy one either, and we ore now being asked 
by the Laotian Government to re-establish the ICSC i n  Lao s .  �Je have 
not yet answered, I am ignorant of  the future in  the whole area 
of Viet-/{mTI and I am wcnder.i.ng where it  i s  all going. I ·don't mind 
speculating on it; I have no great knowledge about Viet-Ham, But I 
would be interested in Premier Chou's view .  I f  he is interested in 
one aspect or other of our policy there, I will be glad to answer, 
but we can't pretend to know an area which i s  so far from us.  

CHOU \/hat is India's attitude toward reactivation of the Commission in  
Laos? 

A.J. ANDRE\/ They seem to be very interested in getting in; but we are getting 
two different signals: one from the Indians in  Laos and one from 
the Indians in Delhi . Out they seem, on the whole, interested in  
getting in • We got the impression that they are beginning to have 
doubts in Delhi , however, particularly since the arrangements made 
for the Commis sion in Laos would make it a particularly us!less one • 
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CHOU As for the Viet-Nam situation, if it i s  said that the ICSC comes 

TRUDEAU 
CHOU 

TRUDEAU 
CHOU 

from the Geneva Conference, then we hove a port in  the blame. Hhy 
is this?  I t  is because we were taken in  ct that time. \fa ere the 
only one:; to put forward such a view. The Viet;'nomese do not entirely ·--·-·-�"" ,...., 
agree with us, but overall we think it true. The memoir�s of two 
persons prove our poi.nt: one i s  Anthony Eden's memoir4i'�···�nd ibhe 

��--" . 

other i s  President Eisenhower's memoii:•s . Both reveal that ct the 
..• 

time of signing of the Geneva agreements, the USA was not sincere 
in implementing the second step: the agreement provided that there 
should be preparations for general elections one year after, and for 
the elections themselves, two years ofter . But Eisenhower clearly 
shows that the USA was not sincere. You, no doubt, have your own 
views on this,  but I om quite clear.  I 1�cs there, and I om still 
dealing with it. At the time, we believed in those agreements, we 
believed that i t  was o provisional military line of demarcction, 
and we believed that Viet-flam would not be divided. \fo thought it 
was different from the f\orean situation; there was fighting there, 
and your country followed the USA in,  For our port, we mode it 
clear that if they approached the Yalu, we would not stand i dly by. 
But it was the Security Council that sent us in,  
l}augh� That was.because the Soviet Union walked out of the Security 
Council .  We still don't know why Stalin did that. I f  they hod 
been there, they would hove vetoed, and if the Soviet representative 
had vetoed, the question would not hove come up • .  
And Canada would not have gone to Korea , 
That i s  not our business, and even we cannot understand why Stalin 
adopted such a policy. He said it was because he was supporting the 
PRC, because it was Chiang l<ai-shek's clique that was represented 
in  the Security Council .  But that explanation does not hold water, 
That was a story which led to mc•ny complicated i ssues, ·But the 
situation in  Korea is different, because the ceasefire has been kept 
for twenty years .  The USA encl China both signed the ceasefire 
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agreement, and both sides are responsible in  its implementation, 
olthough no results have been reached. 
But, of course, the USA was not present at Geneva. It produced a 
bad ceasefire. 

CHOU Oh yes, the USA was present . There were two stages , In the first 
stage, although there wc1s no permanent agreement, the ceasefire 
held good, although the USA paid no attention to China . Dulles 
refused to shake hands with me; he stared at me with hostility, 
and I stared back , But the second stage, on Viet-Mam, was more 
complicated. You were not there, Agreement was reached, but the 
US!\ refused to put its signature to i t ,  The crux of the i ssue wc1s 
that France had staged a colonial war against Indochina, and that 
it wa s withdrawing ,  The two major parties were France on one side 
and Vie�Ham, Laos and Cambodia on the other side; all the others 
were bystanders , The political conditions agreed upon were a s  I 
mentioned: the 17th pareU.el was o provisional military line of 
demarcation, French vii thdrawal, Viet�-�amese forces concentrated in  
the north, But, in the signing, ti�'e-'USA representative said that 
he would not sign, He attended the international conference, but 
he would not put his signature to paper. That showed that it  was 
o fraud, It was the first time that we attended such on inter-
notional conference, end we lacked experience. We should hove 
refused to sign, end watched what they would do. It proved that 
the agreement was good only for the withdrciwal of certain forces, 
but not for the rest , Elections were not held because everone knew 
thot Ho Chi Minh would have been elected. E isenhower recognized 
this publicly. Ho Chi Minh had very high prestige at that time, 
In the south, there was Boo Dai , Dulles had told Eden that the 
agreement could only be carried to thi s point, and that all the 
other provisions were not to be carried out. Then the Americans 
established St:;\TO and drew a line to protect their i nterests in 
Asia ,  That HC1s the first step in  Dulle s 1 brin!:r.1cn:;hip .  /'.fter 
SE.\TO, the re \/\J H  t: ie U:S.'./Chiang l<ai-shek "I iutucl Defence Trea·ty" / 
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and ct series of trec1ti.es in Asia. The US.'\ wrmted to c!ra\'/ ct line 
to . i solate China. Under those Circumstances, how could the ICSC 
acco1:ipl.i. sh  anything? That is the reason for your 20 years'  unhappy 
experience. 
I su?pose that, at the time, the USA thought that Chiang ICai-shek 
could be reestablished i.n China. They must have believed that; 
otherwise  they were being irrational .  
I s  t!1is your thinking? Perhaps Dulles cherished that hope. But 
whc1t of the Soviet Union? It was after the !�o:-ecm '.for, ofter Mac
Arthttr' s withdrawal fro:n his command in Korea. He hod been called 
back by then,by Truman. Dulles was then only a Truman adviser; it 
was under Eisenhower that he becar.1e Secretary of State and a very 
powerful one indeed. Then the course of events became inevitable • 

..-, 
Because the Viet�)ncmese would of course never be satisfied wi.th a __ ..... . 
situation in which their forces withdrew to the north, with their 
fam!lies remaining in the south under oppression. The USA changed 

(-�-...... 
horses in the south many times. How could the South Viet:�namese 

"" -· 
people refrain fror:i arising in resistelnce? Struggle was Torced out 
of the people. According to the stipulations of the Geneva Agreement, 

e l e n , � ;� �- �  
sor.ie Ca"1bodian �"18� 11ere . also withdrawn to the northern part of 
Viet,.1.H·Jm, because Sihanouk's rule wets recognized in Cambodia. From 

,.--.... 
Eden' s menoirf!s, you con see that Dulles himself told him that 

\._.,....- . 
the asreements were not to be carried ou� in full. Eisenhower also 

"' 
said in  his memoirf,!s that Ho Chi Minh would have won the elections . 

('-. · . ..__...,,... . 

Both memoir/ls proye my point . Perhaps your foreign "iinistry has '·- a"l"'� l\ ! '/ f1 G°  
more complete,.(tr'cielc� on all thi s ;  I am not asking. Since 20 years ,  
the ceasefire has been effective in Korea. I t  was clearcut, although 
political agreement was not settled at th·�·� time. He now see declarc1-
tions and statem9nts issued by both Korean sides and the two sides 

A i ?: l t·C\ ��,_ t" , ,, en·�ering into/\c-k;4i,�. In Viet-nam, it was different; the South .-----., 
Viet./lna1:1ese people themselves .. arose first in armed resistcbce. It '--' 
was a complicated situation. 
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And there i s  no lo nger any line in  Viet-Nam , The situation is one 
of leopard \(tit spots but there is no demarcation line. 

CHOU [·Jo, it 5. s  not entirely leopardt\i' spots. The PRG has some tracts, 

Tl�UDEAU 
CHOU 

TRUDE1\U 

CHOU 
TrWDE1'.U 

some larger areas. There was also the four-party meeting in Paris. 
From South Viet-Nam there were two parties; but at the time of signing, 
they still refused to put their signatures to t he sor.1e copy. That 
beginning wrJs rather ominous. But, of course, the USA does want 
to get out of the area. At the same time, they do not want to give 
up their good old friends. So, their way of doing it is to arm their 
old friends so that they can stond in Sou·th��.rt Viet-I/am , So, we 
say, i f  you are going to arm your old friends, the PRG i'5 entitled 
to be armed too. That complicates the issue even more. I n  view of 
your 20 years of bitter experience in Viet-flam, we can understand 
what you said in Paris .  But your Indonesian friends are very enthu-
siastic, because they have not had that experience. 
And the Iranians,  who have replaced us. 
So the question could have been solved if those who got in had gotten 
out i n  a more forthright manner, For example, de Gaulle got out 
from Algeria i n  a forthright manner; he withdrew 800,000 troops from 
Al9eria. 
But he let the French Algerians withdraw to France; I om doubtful �, 
that Mixon would allow the South Viet11nm1ese to emigrate to the USA • ..._. .. 
Impossi ble, 
That i s  why it  is impossible, why the Americans knew that their 
friends \'lould not last long i f  they were left alone, Thc1t i s  why 
de Gaulle could withdraw without inviting massacres, whereas the USA 
could forellee tho::t their friends would not survive very long,  

CHOU But they were the ones who cor.1mitted aggression there; they were the 
cause. De Gaulle not only withdrew the French from Algeria, he 
left some of their enterprises there, It  was not easy to do, it  
took wi ll and determination ,  We  had not thought that he would 
do it, but he did it i n  .loss than a year. I n  Viet-Ham, it  i s  not 

, r, 
the scme; but the problem i s  for tho Viet�namese people. to solve. 

\.._,.. ....... 
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De Gaulle withdrew from Algeria, but that allowed the French to 
return to invest in oil there, 

CHOU Hell, that shows the intelligence of the thing, 
TRUDEf.U 

CHOU 
Mendes-France took the French out of Indochi na, 
Yes, but he agreed to have US/� advisers stay behind . He left that 
profit to the USA and in that respect, Mendes-France did not have 
the wisdom of de Gc1ulle, That i s  all I can say; the USA should with
draw and should not meddle. But apparently, they can't, because 
they won't give up their dear old friends .  Dr. Kissinger told me 
before the agreem1e,ot that i f  1 in the course of a few years, there 

q_fi\ e v i::t � • \ (�'.f\..) 
should be /\e¥£rlu..itiofii..' the USA Vtould not care who came to power in 
South Viet-Nam, and would not return there. But since both sides 
have oi-med forces, who knows what can happen? There is  modern equip
ment on both sides, The present policy of t he PRG is to see the 
establ�r(hment at all levels of the National Council for National 

(" I \ (rt_ \ )  ReconF;.;;etion and Concord. But Nguyen vein Thi eu is feorful of  
th.is, and the situation is somewhat like the Geneva Conference, 
where political solutions could not be reached, As for major fighting, 
that i s  not the wish of the DRVt1, because they wi sh to rehabi].j.tc:te 
their country, The USA is now saying that it will not p�rticipate 
in the economic reconstruction of the DRVN i f  the Cambodian issue 
is not settled . But who is responsible for Cambodia? The USA d� 
not have to get involved, The USSR attitude has now changed and 
tho USA should no11 ponder that, I would not think thc1t the o:;vN 
would take tho initiative now to atart major fighting, I do not 
think that they want c resumption of  the war .  \'le can, I think, b oar 
1·d.tness to thCJt from our contact s with the D:;VM. The political 
tendency of the P:\G .:.s to see the Paris /;greement implemented in all 
its aspects, and gradually to gain strength among the people of 
South Viet-lfc1m, That i s  what Thieu is c1fraid of, and thc1t is why 
he hos refu sed to carry out the political aspects of  the Paris 
�gree�ent, That is why small conflicts ofte n brea!: out, But in  
my opinion, mo jor  fi0!1Hng 1·1ill not breck out, for the  morient at 
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least . I n  Laos, neither side wonts fighting; i f  both sides abide 
by the agreeme nt and India is active, it would not be unbeneficial 
for you to go in .  Each side has its  own -1:otne6 and if fighting con 

COCl 1 1 n 
cease and areas are defined, the\ /\ /Government can be formed . 
Souvonno Phou�a and the k'ing also i ntend to work for this reconcili
ation, and the coclition government con work . The USA attitude is 

,-, 
that i f  the tlorth Vietnnamese will refrain  from providing military 

"'-·· 

assi stance to Laos ,  the USA will do the same . But the CIA must abide 
by that too , The CIA has a free h and in Lao s .  You can see appro
priations for Laos i n  their annual budget ;  everyone can see that. 

t"(' 
If  Souvanna Phou,ha wishes you to be active i n  Lc1os, he i s  worth 
sympathizing with . The l<i.n� is also comp�ratively fair .  Souphanouvong 
i s  also the half-brother of Souvonna Phoui:ta . Chi.no also can cooperate ; {' 
Loos i s  a neighbour of Chino . \fa do not menace them and we can 
assi st them in some economic pro jects like road s .  Also commodity 
help, and i f  they set up the coalition govern8ent, we con assist 

? e T J b l"< l" fi }  them, For e;wmple, when Pathet LaoJf�=clly travelled to Lucng 
Prabang, the Ming welcomed our plane to carry them . I ccn soy that 

J"r\ 
if  the \<ing wishes you to co cmd to be active, and Souvanno PhouJ1a 
a s  well, I think there would be some good i n  your going • .  Of course, 
Poland, which i s  on the side of the Pathet Lao, would undoubtedly 
participate ; and India as Chairman, what is its ottitude? 

A.J . ANDREH The Indians say yes, but with varying degrees of enthusiasm, depen-
ding on where one speaks to them. 

CHOU Tl t . t . ' Th h b I · I d · • · J ot:A 1a i s  no surpri sing,  ere ave een c ianges in n 1a ,  i n  . •  J T, 

India was neutral, and our experience goes bock to that. · But we 
have not had much dealings with them for ten years . The final 
decision will have to be taken by you ;  I cannot tell you what to do.  
But  I also wish to see c1greement reached in Cc1mboclia. 1  ,How ccin the 
people / who took up arms, agree to co pi tu late fthey _i;;;i ·:•large areas .  
Under the government of  Prince Sihanouk, there was no possibility of  
such a turn of events . It i s  impossible to say whether Ccmbodia 
will invite you to keep the peace there, negotiation s have not yet 
begun .  The place should have been left alone ;  I cannot understand 
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why it  could not hc1ve been left alone, as neither the USA nor the 
Soviet Union have i nterests there, As for the Vie;{t,i"fiamese people, � 
they are very i ndependent . They do not heed China very much, and 
will not heed the Soviet Union  much either. \Jhy can ' t  the people 
of the three countries of Indochina be left alone? There i s  no 
basis for an oil struggle there; the only resource of i nterest to 
out siders is rubber, and 11atural rubber can be replaced by synthetics, 
Hhy must people reach their hc1nds out ever�1here? I do not unc!er-

;. 
stand i t .  
They are  learning the lesson, and the USA, having achieved 11hat it  
calls peace with honour, does want to get out of Viet-Nam, and as ,, .... ....,, 
Dr. l<issinger told you, to allow the South VietQ1namese people to 

'--·· 
choose their own destiny, But history does not move by sharp turns. 
I wi5h to thcmk the Premier for his exposition on Laos;  it i s  now 
up to us to take our deci sion ,  
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